US TOOL GROUP® is an innovative supplier of industrial product and service solutions that produce exceptional results for our customers, including:

- Integrated Supply Chain Management
- Production Cutting Tool Reconditioning
- Industrial Vending
- Value Added Solutions

US TOOL GROUP supports the manufacturing industry with an established expertise in the aerospace, defense and metalworking markets.

Founded by Paul G. Williams in 1958 as U.S. Tool Grinding, Inc., the company has grown to be the largest cutting tool reconditioning company in North America. Now known in the industry as US TOOL GROUP (or simply US Tool), we employ over 1000 dedicated professionals who are positioned in facilities across the United States, Canada and Mexico… including our Corporate Office and Manufacturing Center in Farmington, MO and 12 regional Operations Centers. US Tool operates subsidiary corporations in Mexico and Canada.

US Tool’s Manufacturing Center in Farmington, MO is ISO 9001:2015 Certified. US Tool is a member of USCTI (United States Cutting Tool Institute), ISA (Industrial Supply Association) and AD (Affiliated Distributors).

US Tool is a family owned, U.S. based company with experienced industry leadership and strong financial capabilities.

To be the most TRUSTED provider of Cutting Tool Services and Manufacturing Supplies in the INDUSTRY.
US Tool is a leading Integrated Supply partner to the machining and metalworking industries for the sourcing, planning, procurement, warehousing, management and point of use delivery of cutting tools, abrasives, and other production consumable items.

US Tool is a “Pure Integrator,” meaning that we represent our customers in the marketplace, providing products and services to meet our customer’s specific needs. US Tool focuses on customers that are looking to reduce costs and improve productivity by engaging a partner who is an expert in managing the indirect material supply chain.

Customized Solutions for Optimized Results

Material Sourcing  Planning & Procurement  Inventory Management  Warehouse & Logistics Support  POU Delivery

US Tool manages the total indirect material requirements of our customers. Our Integrated Supply programs focus on reducing costs and improving productivity.

For cutting tools, US Tool provides the unique ability to supply new tooling from major and specialty manufacturers as well as special aerospace cutting tools that we manufacture or modify. Combined with the largest cutting tool reconditioning service in the industry, US Tool offers a unique, vertically integrated cutting tool management solution.

US Tool is also an industry leading supplier of:

- Abrasives
- Aircraft Specialty Products
- Janitorial/Sanitation Supplies
- Lab & Clean Room Supplies
- Hand & Power Tools
- Machine Shop Supplies
- Composite Manufacturing Supplies
- General Consumable/MRO Products
- Precision Measuring Tools
- Metalworking Fluids
- Non-Production Chemicals
- Packaging Materials
- Material Handling
- Personal Protection Equipment
- Material Handling
US Tool's Integrated Supply programs include:

- Complete Management of Indirect Material Spend
- Tool Crib Staffing/Management
- Cutting Tool Reconditioning
- Industrial Vending Machines
- Foam Cutting/Laser Etching
- Power Tool Repair
- Final Cutting Tool Inspection
- Cutting Tool Presetting
- Technical Support
- Value Added Services

US Tool's Sourcing Power in the Marketplace

- 5,000+ OEM Suppliers
- Access to Entire Industrial Marketplace
- Top Tier Global Industrial Supplier
- Dedicated Sourcing Group
- Brand Neutral Strategy
- Leveraging > $450M in Annual Spend

**US TOOLGROUP** is the largest Integrated Supplier focused on the aerospace and metalworking market.
US Tool's Value Proposition

US Tool provides our Integrated Supply program customers with a variety of customized solutions and financial business models, including a management fee/no mark-up approach where program costs are supported by a service fee that is fixed for the term of the agreement.

Today, US Tool is a leader in providing innovative cost savings programs that are more than just conceptual theories but, rather, real life strategies that can be implemented immediately.

US Tool's cost savings strategies include:

**UNIQUE BUSINESS MODEL**
- Management Fee (Leveraged)
- Pass Through of Product Cost Reduction of Mark-ups
- Access to Entire Marketplace
- Brand Neutral

**TRANSPARENT PRODUCT PRICING**
- Best in Class Buying Power
- Leveraged Spend
- National Pricing Agreements
- Dedicated Sourcing Activity
- High Value Alternatives

**INNOVATIVE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT**
- Kaizen/Six Sigma Projects
- Dedicated Technical Support
- New Product Introduction
- Product Standardization
- Premier Supplier Partnership Program

**VALUE-ADDED SPECIAL SERVICES**
- Industrial Vending
- Cutting Tool Reconditioning
- Power Tool Repair
- Cutting Tool Inspection
- Foam Cutting/Etching

**LOWEST TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP**

The US Tool Difference

**US TOOL REPRESENTS YOU!**

Compared to traditional industrial distributors:

- Integrated Supply is our main business
- Unlimited manufacturer options with no partiality
- Customer dedicated inventory
- Flexible solutions and models
- Extensive on and offsite service/support capabilities

Have questions? Call or visit us online.

800.222.1771  www.ustg.net  sales@ustg.net
US TOOLGROUP® is the largest cutting tool reconditioning company in North America
Cost-Effective
At US Tool, we recondition more than a half million drills and other cutting tools each week. This high volume allows us to amortize setup, operator training and specialized equipment costs, producing savings that are passed on to you.

Capabilities
- Sort, chemically clean and prepare your cutting tools for reconditioning to your specifications or industry standards
- Reconditioning of drills, reamers, end mills, taps and most other types of high speed, cobalt and carbide rotary cutting tools
- CNC regrinding and manufacturing of end mills and other high performance carbide tools utilizing over 36 Walter, ANCA and other CNC grinders
- Manufacturing of special tooling for the aerospace industry featuring threaded shank and quick change adapter products
- Simple modification of cutting tools (adding a radius, step, tang, etc.)
- Major modification of tools (changing diameter or other critical geometries)

Quality
Our skilled operators use precision machinery to satisfy each customer’s specific requirements. The use of SPC disciplines and state-of-the-art inspection equipment guarantees a consistent, high quality product on every order.

Getting Started
Our reconditioning service is easy to implement:
Contact our customer service department at 800-222-1771 or email sales@ustg.net.

US Tool will send you an appropriately sized box for your application.

You send US Tool your dull, unsorted tools.

US Tool will return your tools, resharpened to perform as good as, or better than a new tool or there is no charge for our services.
US Tool is a perennial “Premier” Distributor of AutoCrib tool crib management software and industrial vending systems and is the largest AutoCrib solutions provider in the industrial market.

AutoCrib offers a variety of dispensing machines and lockers in different configurations to meet a wide range of customer requirements.

In addition to the operation of tool dispensing machines, the AutoCrib tool crib management software performs as a stand-alone, full-featured program to manage the traditional tool crib in a cost effective environment.

US Tool supports the AutoCrib software and industrial vending systems with our own staff of highly trained software programmers and hardware support personnel resulting in our unique ability to provide a complete turnkey solution for AutoCrib systems.

The BIG Advantage of Industrial Vending

- Reduce 20%-50% of your inventory spend
- Automate ordering, receiving, stocking, and maintaining inventory
- 24-7 availability with accountability for employee transactions
- 100% inventory visibility: Reduce stock-outs and obsolete inventory
- Significantly reduce consumption, hoarding, and theft
- Control employee and department spending
- Turn your inventory data into actionable information
- Improve job costing, inventory forecasting, and demand planning
- Reduce travel-time and other non-value added activities
- Access control by item, department, employee, job, machine, etc...
- Increase use of re-grinds and reconditioned items
- Reclaim floor space
- Manage gauge calibration
- Lot control and FOD control

RoboCrib Carousel System

The Ultimate Industrial Vending Machine
- Most popular carousel system on the market and the benchmark for other products
- High density storage with small footprint
- Fast vend times…10 seconds or less
- No need for repackaging material
- Flexible to handle odd sized material
- Customized configurations
- Multiple sizes available

AutoLockers

- Perfect solution for large items or durable tools
- New modular system
- Gauge access and serialized calibration control
- Power charging and network access available
- Stand alone or add-on units

ScaleMate

- Fastener inventory management system
- No manual counting of fasteners
- Forensic lot traceability
- Connects to RoboCrib or other AutoCrib systems
RoboCrib (Tambour) TX750
- Expanded bin density
- Dispense square packages or boxes
- Quick configuration
- Automatically adjusting door
- 19” display
- Few moving parts

Vertical Lift Module (VLM)
- Reclaim up to 80% of floor space
- Automate and control parts storage in your storeroom with simple controls
- Retrieve stored parts quickly (up to 180 ft. per minute)
- Up to 40’ height

AutoCab FX
- Secure access to over 200 items
- Uses drawers, shelves and dividers
- Manages small and large items
- Manages issues and returns

Remote Dispensing Station (RDS) Helical Machines
- High quality industrial design
- 70 SKU capability
- Works with AutoLockers
- Available with TouchVend interface
- VendVerify
- Pick-Sheet Barcode Scanner
- Advanced inventory management software

IntelliPort
- Turn-key RFID portal
- Gauge management inventory control
- Simple fast tracking
- RFID readers cover every angle
- Latest trend Class 1, Gen-2 Passive RFID tags
- Non-proprietary badges
- IntelliPort “Lite” available

ToolCrib Station and Handheld Devices
- Tool room automation
- Tool requests at remote locations
- Access control, cost and usage reporting, plus complete purchasing and receiving system

US TOOLGROUP® is the largest AutoCrib Industrial Vending Systems provider in the industry
US Tool offers a variety of specialized product and service solutions to bring additional value to our customers. These value added solutions include:

**Foam Cutting/Laser Etching: US Tool**
provides turnkey and custom solutions that include laser-etched tools, foam cut drawers and customer-prescribed drawer layouts.

**Cutting Tool Inspection: US Tool**
provides final inspection services to ensure that cutting tools manufactured by other suppliers are built to the customer’s specifications, allowing those tools to be delivered directly to the production line with no further inspection required by the customer.

**Power Tool Repair: US Tool**
offers a complete repair and refurbishment capability for virtually any make and model power tool from the simplest end grinder to complicated peck feed drills for the aerospace industry.

**Custom Machined Parts: US Tool**
provides an in house capability to produce short run machine parts, power tool parts and other jig and fixture components. This service is especially valuable in emergency situations when a quick turnaround on small quantities is needed.

**Gage Calibration Management: US Tool**
US Tool’s AutoCrib software provides an outstanding gage management module to allow us to manage a customer’s gages or other durable tools and forward to the approved customer source for calibration.

**Microstop Countersink Cage Repair: US Tool**
will collect and sort by size and manufacturer, disassemble and inspect for damage and operability, clean and replace internal worn components (including bearings, bushings, and lubrication). The refurbished microstop cages are returned to service at a fraction of the cost of a new cage.
Temporary Aircraft Fastener Repair: US Tool offers a complete reconditioning and management program for aircraft temporary fasteners. This unique service returns expensive fasteners to like new condition at a fraction of the cost of new fasteners.

Product Engineering/Technical Support: US Tool provides trained product engineering personnel at our Manufacturing Center and in the field to support customers regarding cutting tools and other product selection, application and troubleshooting.

Special Cutting Tool Manufacturing: US Tool provides special tool manufacturing services for threaded shank and other adapted tools, double margin step drills and other HSS and carbide cutting tools built to our customer’s specifications.

Carbide/HSS Tool Recycling: US Tool provides recycling services for Carbide and HSS cutting tools, wear parts and machining sludge. Simply collect the scrap, return to the US Tool service center and we will process the material and pay you within a few days of your shipment, based on the current market cost per pound for each material weight received.

Kitting: US Tool provides customer specific kitting capabilities to support assembly, production and aftermarket kits for tools and parts. Whether in custom fitted reusable boxes, shrink-wrapped boxes or other innovative packages, US Tool can meet any customer requirement.

Tool Holder Repair: US Tool can repair damaged or worn tool holders for a fraction of the cost of a new holder.
Since our company’s beginning in 1958, US TOOLGROUP® has been committed to providing quality products and outstanding service, supported by the uncompromising dedication of our employees. We thank our customers for their loyalty and our employees for their commitment to provide innovative solutions and exceptional results to our valued customers.

Corporate Office & Manufacturing Center:

US TOOLGROUP®
2000 Progress Drive
Farmington, MO 63640

tel: 800.222.1771
email: sales@ustg.net
web: www.ustg.net

Operations Centers:

Canada
9254 Cote de Liesse
Lachine, QC Canada
H8T1A1
tel: 514.420.0334

Cincinnati, OH
8944 Beckett Road
West Chester, OH 45069
tel: 513.889.5994

Cleveland, OH
6661 Cochran Road
Solon, OH 44139
tel: 440.498.0780

Columbus, OH
2050 Kestrel Avenue, Suite 4
DeSoto, TX 75115
tel: 972.352.5580

Dallas/Ft. Worth, TX
18640 Crenshaw Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90504
tel: 310.675.5969

Hayward, CA
4910 Old Louisville Road, Suite 110
Garden City, GA 31408
tel: 912.335.1372

Manchester, NH
1207 Hanover Street, Suite C
Manchester, NH 03104
tel: 603.935.6645

Mobile, AL
3503 Laughlin Drive
Mobile, AL 36693
tel: 251.479.1333

Newport News, VA
709 City Center Blvd. Suite B-108
Newport News, VA 23606
tel: 757.595.5424

Palmdale, CA
357 East Ave K-8, Suite 103
Lancaster, CA 93536
tel: 661.945.8800

Salt Lake City, UT
3350 West Directors Row, Suite 500
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
tel: 801.401.9171

Savannah, GA
4727 S. Emporia, Suite 153
Wichita, KS 67216
tel: 316.943.9699

Follow Us:

Have questions? Call or visit us online.
800.222.1771
www.ustg.net
sales@ustg.net